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a b s t r a c t

Botnets are machines that are increasingly controlled by cybercriminals to perform various attacks.
Traditional methods of defense, such as blocklisting, become ineffective because illegitimate domain
names are sprung out by the domain generation algorithm (DGA) periodically and rapidly to maintain
command and control (C&C) on servers. Deep learning and machine learning are candidate solutions
to the problem. Deep learning methods leverage high accuracy but cost more time. Machine learning
methods are qualified with high training speed in the context of frequent retraining to obtain high
accuracy. However, the existing machine learning solutions cannot precisely capture the linguistic char-
acteristics of domain names, which causes many false positives. For a comprehensive understanding
of strings of domain names, we present the DOmain Linguistic PHonIcs detectioN (DOLPHIN) method,
a novel method that can detect DGA-based botnets. Considering the context of detecting and the
correspondence between pronunciations and spellings of words, we design DOLPHIN patterns. They are
the classifications of variable-length vowels and consonants following the principles of phonics. Based
on DOLPHIN patterns, a novel matching automation is used to reconstruct domain names with the
components of variable-length vowels and consonants. From those domain names, DOLPHIN extracts
phonics-based features. We implement DOLPHIN in supervised learning methods and compare them
to the foremost methods FANCI, HAGDetector, and LSTM.MI. The experimental results show that,
compared to FANCI with random forests, DOLPHIN can achieve a higher detection accuracy of 0.0265
with lower FPR and FNR without bringing much overhead. DOLPHIN is also able to generalize to other
sources of data in the real world with the FPR decreasing by 0.0801 (62.97%) compared with FANCI.
DOLPHIN can cooperate with most linguistic features and brings an improvement in performance
compared to that of the existing linguistic feature-based methods.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Botnets are distributed networks that consist of infected de-
ices (bots), such as computers, cellphones, and Internet of Things
evices, which can launch various attacks, e.g., DDoS, data steal-
ng, and spam sending. They may make target networks or hosts
naccessible or crash. It is thus important to block botnets to
revent such attacks.
One mainstream way to achieve this goal is to identify and

lock the communication channel between bots and command
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and control (C&C) servers [1]. For example, since many IP ad-
dresses or domain names of C&C servers are hard-coded into
malware binaries, one can undertake reverse engineering of bi-
nary and maintain a large blocklist of those IPs or domain names
[2]. Then, the online security systems can block the connections
to those IPs or domains according to blocklists.

Unfortunately, this method has become ineffective, as bot-
nets tend to use the domain generation algorithm (DGA) [3] to
periodically generate large numbers of pseudorandom domain
names. These illegitimate domain names, known as illegitimate
algorithmically generated domains (AGDs) [4], can change very
frequently. Only a few of them are registered. Thus, they can
barely be identified by fixed blocklists. DGA has become the
cornerstone technique for botnets. Specifically, measurements in-
dicate that the majority of the observed botnets use DGA as their
only mechanism for communication. Most of them are valid for a

short period, e.g., within only one day [5]. In addition, they may

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.future.2023.01.027
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pread out over different top-level domains worldwide. Hence,
he identification of illegitimate AGDs is the key to blocking most
otnets.
To overcome this problem, researchers have developed a vari-

ty of machine learning methods [6,7] and deep learning methods
8,9].

The deep learning methods leverage a high accuracy. However,
hey require training massive data and considerable time. In this
ituation, they are not acceptable for retraining to reduce the
alse negative rate [10] when DGAs produce new domains rapidly.
or example, the famous Conficker botnet (version C) generated
0,000 domain names per day [11]. In contrast, machine learning
ethods are qualified with a short training time. They can be
sed in most contexts.
Most machine learning methods analyze the patterns in the

trings of domain names: a legitimate domain must be mean-
ngful to humans; otherwise, it tends to be an illegitimate AGD
8,9,12]. The major features they are concerned with include
tructural features (e.g., the length of domain names, the number
f subdomains) and statistical features (e.g., n-gram, entropy).
hese features are used in machine learning classifiers. They
re the crucial inputs to the results of identification since the
lassifiers learn from these inputs and give the mapping between
hem and the classified results [13]. More recent approaches [9]
laim that involving linguistic features (e.g., the vowel ratio and
he ratio of consecutive consonants) can boost the accuracy of the
etection of illegitimate AGDs. Please note that ‘‘AGDs’’ hereafter
efers to the illegitimate AGDs.

However, previous linguistic features might not sufficiently
apture the real linguistic characteristics carried by a domain
ame, which may cause false positives and further lower the
ccuracy. Take the domain name nationalgeographic.com as
n example. The classical methods tend to mark it as an AGD
ince they identify this domain name as having many repeated
haracters (5 in total) and consecutive consonants (lg, gr, and
ph, 6 in total). Obviously, this is a false positive since this domain
name is the official website for the famous magazine National
Geographic.

Many false alarms are not allowed by a qualified botnet de-
tection system in real-world deployment [6,14], because this
would cause a frustrating user experience [6]. Therefore, when
identifying AGDs, it is essential to keep the false positive rate as
low as possible [14–16].

To determine the main factors that led to the above false
positives, we analyze 2000 prediction results using a classical
linguistic-feature-based method [9]. After inspecting the results,
there were 4.4% false positive samples (88).

We believe this is primarily because classical methods use
single letters as vowels and consonants to calculate linguistic
features which is not reasonable. According to inspection, we find
that 63.63% (56) of the aforementioned false positives have the
issue that vowels and consonants are spelled in multiple letters.
To address this problem, we explore the rationale behind the
classification of vowels and consonants.

Classical methods classify them based on single letters, i.e., a,
e, i, o, and u are classified as vowels, and the other letters
are consonants. However, this classification is not precise, as
vowels and consonants are defined by their pronunciations in
words. Therefore, single characters may not fully capture the
components in words. For example, graphic pronounces /græ-
fIk/, which contains two vowels, i.e., /æ/ and /I/, and three
consonants, i.e., /gr/, /f/ and /k/. That the pronunciation of /f/
maps to the spelling of ph is obvious. As a result, ph should
be considered a whole consonant instead of two consecutive
consonants. The spelling of ph, i, and c are called graphemes [17],

i.e., one or multiple letters, which are the smallest spelling units
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[18]. The rationale behind the above example is phonics which
gives the mapping between the graphemes and their pronunci-
ations and proves that graphemes can be spelled with variable
lengths [18–20]. Therefore, it is necessary to change the classi-
fication of vowels and consonants by following the principles of
phonics so that the linguistic features can better contribute to the
detection of AGDs.

In this paper, we propose DOmain Linguistic PHonIcs detec-
tioN (DOLPHIN). We analyze and define DOLPHIN patterns, which
present a novel classification of consonants and vowels. The pat-
terns comprehend the correspondence between graphemes and
their pronunciations. These patterns are elaborately selected in
the context of identifying AGDs. Then, DOLPHIN identifies such
patterns and precisely extracts linguistic features from domain
names. In the former example of nationalgeographic.com,
OLPHIN views a, ion, al, e, o, i as vowels and n, t, g gr, ph,
as consonants. Since there are no consecutive consonants and
nly one repeated character (i.e., a) with the current classifica-
ion, the domain can be correctly identified as benign.

The most important innovation of this research is combining
honics-based linguistic features and using machine learning for
GA-based botnet detection with a lower false positive rate.
t offers an easy way to improve the performance of the ex-
sting methods that involve linguistic features. The significant
ontributions are listed as follows.

• To our knowledge, DOLPHIN is the first method to intro-
duce phonics for detecting AGDs. Specifically, we propose
DOLPHIN patterns in the context of identifying AGDs that
classify variable-length vowels and consonants following
the principle of phonics.
• We then design a novel matching automaton based on the

AC algorithm to address the varied-length letters (i.e., vow-
els and consonants) in domain names. The phonics-based
features can be extracted from the reconstructed domain
names.
• We provide a concrete implementation of DOLPHIN and

evaluate it with a real configuration and supporting elabo-
ration on phonics-based features. The results show a lower
false positive rate and a higher accuracy than the state-of-
the-art approaches. The results also argue that the phonics-
based features can contribute to a lower false positive rate
and a higher accuracy.
• To reveal the performance of detecting unknown DGA-based

botnets using traffic, a higher accuracy with a lower false
positive rate of DOLPHIN is also shown using heterogeneous
data in a real-world application.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The background
f linguistics is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
atterns and how we construct domain names and extract lin-
uistic features. We outline the implementations in Section 4.
he evaluation and experimental analysis are described in Sec-
ion 5. The related works are introduced in Section 6. Finally, we
onclude this paper in Section 7.

. Background of linguistics

This section introduces the traditional and a new way of
lassification of vowels and consonants. It also presents why the
ew classification of vowels and consonants helps classify domain
ames.
Traditionally, words are made up of units, which are single

etters within the alphabet. The single-letter units are classified
nto vowels (i.e., a, e, i, o, and u) and consonants (i.e., the rest
ithin the alphabet).
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linguists hold different opinions on phonology. They believe
hat the smallest units are vowels and consonants, which are
aried-length characters. For example, see consists of two pro-
unciations: a consonant /s/ (i.e., single letter) and a vowel /i:/
i.e., two characters). These units of pronunciation are called
honemes [21].
The above opinion is elaborated on in some of the follow-

ng points. First, vowels and consonants are recognized by their
ronunciations. Second, phonemes and graphemes (i.e., their cor-
esponding written symbols) are highly related [18]. Third, the
engths of graphemes are variable.

Next, we explicate the second point. It is supported by the
rinciples of phonics, which provide the indices of the particular
ssociations of phonemes and the corresponding graphemes in
nglish [18,19]. Let us take measure as an example. /m/, /e/,
Z/, and /@/ are four phonemes and m, ea, s, and ure are the

four graphemes. The correspondences could offer guides for clas-
sification, as well as predict graphemes with given phonemes or
predict phonemes with given graphemes following the instruc-
tion of the principles. According to correspondence, graphemes
are classified consistently with pronunciations. For example, m
and s are consonant graphemes, and ea and ure are vowel
graphemes. Thus, vowels and consonants are no longer written
as single letters.

How do the new vowels and consonants affect how we com-
pute the linguistic ratios of the strings of domain names?

First, we will elaborate on the constitution of the strings of
domain names. A domain name string may consist of one or sev-
eral words, and a word consists of one single or several syllables.
A syllable is defined as a combination of vowels and consonants,
and it is formed as a vowel preceded or followed by a consonant
or combination of consonants in English [22].

Based on the above relationship, vowel and consonant
phonemes affect the ratio of vowels and consonants in words
in the following way. The frequency of vowel and consonant
phonemes in a specific syllable is mostly fixed. Moreover, differ-
ent syllables have different frequencies of vowel and consonant
phonemes. Therefore, frequencies of the occurrence of vowel and
consonant phonemes are related to the number of syllable struc-
tures and which structures are present. Thus, the ratio of vowels
and consonants appears more accurately at specific ranges.

Accordingly, the frequency of pronunciations can be seen as
the frequency of graphemes. Thus, those ratios for legitimate
domain names will also appear at specific ranges since the names
are composed of one or several meaningful words. The ratios for
AGDs will not appear at the same ranges since AGDs are not
composed of meaningful words.

Therefore, the new phonics-based classification of vowels and
consonants leads to more accurate computing of linguistic ratios,
and it can provide a solution to the inaccurate classification of the
previous methods. Thus, it can lead to a better understanding of
the real linguistic characteristics of domain names.

3. Design of DOLPHIN

This section presents the design of DOLPHIN. We first intro-
duce DOLPHIN patterns that classify vowels and consonants based
on phonics. Then, we present a new matching method to recon-
struct domain names using DOLPHIN patterns. We also show how
to extract phonics-based features using the new domain names.

3.1. DOLPHIN patterns

Vowels and consonants are defined by their pronunciations,
and phonics connects the pronunciations with their spellings. The

key to phonics is that the pronunciation of a vowel or consonant
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Table 1
DOLPHIN patterns.
Type Length Graphemes

1 a,e,i,o,u

D-Vowel 2 ai,al,ar,au,aw,ay,ea,ee,ei,
er,eu,ew,ey,ia,ie,ir,oa,oe,
oi,oo,or,ou,ow,oy,ue,ui,ur

3 air,ear,eer,igh,ign,ing
ion,oew,ore,our,ure

1 b,c,d,f,g,h,j,k,l,m,n
p,q,r,s,t,v,w,x,y,z

D-Consonant 2 bl,br,ch,ck,cl,cr,dr,fl,fr,
gh,gl,gr,kn,ld,lk,mb,mn,mp,
nd,ng,nk,nt,ph,pl,pn,pr,ps,
qe,qu,rh,sc,sh,sk,sl,sm,sn,
sp,st,sw,th,tr,wh,wr

3 dge,gue,nch,que,shr,spl
spr,squ,str,tch,thr

maps to a grapheme, which can be a single letter or a multigraph
that consists of multiple letters. We introduce the new classifica-
tion of vowels and consonants following the principles of phonics
since they lead to more accurate linguistic ratios, as explained in
2.

However, we cannot directly use all the graphemes in identify-
ing AGDs. Some graphemes are not typical and offer little support
for identification. For example, the grapheme ed is added to verbs
to make the past tense. However, most domain names include
no verb. If we use ed as a DOLPHIN pattern for identification,
it may lead to more consecutive consonants. In this situation,
the legitimate domain reddit.com will have three consecutive
consonants r, ed, and d, which would be mistakenly classified as
an AGD.

To this end, we select the graphemes based on the follow-
ing rules. (1) We exclude multigraphs with more than 3 let-
ters because they are infrequent, e.g., ngue. (2) We exclude the
graphemes that are rare, e.g., sch. (3) We exclude the graphemes
that do not conform to domain naming conventions by humans,
e.g., ed and es. (4) We exclude the graphemes that are consecu-
tively repeated letters, e.g., cc, ss, and cch. These consecutively
repeated letters may cause fewer consecutively repeated letters
when calculating features of AGDs.

Specifically, according to the above rules, we define DOL-
PHIN patterns based on the principles of phonics [18,19,23] and
mappings from the spellings of graphemes to their classification,
i.e., vowels or consonants.

We name the new type of vowels and consonants D-vowel
and D-consonant, respectively, as shown in Table 1. The total
number of selected graphemes is 118. D-vowels consist of 5
vowel characters, 27 vowel digraphs (i.e., multigraphs with 2
letters), and 11 vowel trigraphs (i.e., multigraphs with 3 letters).
Analogously, D-consonants consist of 21 consonant characters, 43
consonant digraphs, and 11 consonant trigraphs. For example, er
in butter is a vowel digraph by our new classification, instead
of a vowel e and a consonant r.

There are still some cases of inaccurate classification. Some
raphemes have variant pronunciations. For example, the
rapheme of qu in quarter is pronounced as /kw/. The same

grapheme in mosquito is pronounced as /k/.
These differences are a concern for linguists. However, we

focus on the classification of graphemes rather than specific pro-
nunciations. The classification of most variant pronunciations for
a grapheme is one and only one: either vowels or consonants,
e.g., the two pronunciations of qu all function as consonants.
Hence, the use of DOLPHIN patterns is unaffected by variant

pronunciations in most cases.
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Thus, unlike the traditional detection system’s classification
f vowels and consonants, phonics-based vowels or consonants
ehave as different lengths of letters to stand for vowel or con-
onant sounds. For example, in the patterns, the lengths of the
raphemes of s and er in butter are 1 and 2, respectively.

.2. Extracting graphemes with Dolphin patterns

We have defined a more accurate classification of DOLPHIN
atterns. Now the remaining problem is how to adopt and locate
hese potential graphemes in a domain name. The essential work
s to split a string into several patterns defined with DOLPHIN
atterns. It is not a simple string matching problem since the
engths of the graphemes and which grapheme should be used
re not fixed.
A well-known algorithm for matching multiple patterns is the

C algorithm [24]. It is a finite state string pattern matching
achine. It consists of states, transitions, and 3 functions that

ndicate behaviors: a goto function, a failure function and a output
unction.

However, although it is a seemingly helpful technique, AC fails
n our case for the following reasons. First, AC accepts patterns
f the current state is a terminal state. If we use AC, domain
ames should be accepted by the single letters since the state
hat presents a single letter is a terminal state. Second, AC only
utputs the accepted characters, while in our case, the outputs
hould contain every character in domain names.
To solve the above problem, we design the following strate-

ies. First, the matching method should greedily match the pat-
erns. For example, when addressing the word of pair, the D-
omain name is [p, air] instead of [p, ai, r]. Therefore, we can-
ot judge whether we have read the maximum-length grapheme
ntil we read the next character. Second, it should recognize
he graphemes in a domain name from left to right since that
onforms to our reading habits. Third, the characters that are not
ccepted should be saved for further outputting.
Accordingly, we design a new finite state machine M =

Q , Σ, functions, q0, F ) based on the classical AC algorithm, where
is the set of all states, Σ is the acceptable characters in domain

ames, functions contain 3 functions (i.e., the goto function g , the
failure function f , and the output function o), q0 is the initial state,
and F is the set of accepted states. The construction of the output
function and the behavior of the matching function are rewritten.
They are shown as algorithm 1 and algorithm 2, respectively. The
two algorithms will make sure to accept DOLPHIN Patterns when
the goto function returns fail. The design of the goto function and
ailure function remains unchanged in our method.

The constructor of the output function gives the output of each
tate when the goto function returns fail. The output function
saves the mapping between the state and the output; thus, the
algorithm can query the output quickly. It first calculates all the
partitions of each state from the initial state with the greedy
match. The output of a state s is assigned to the partitions. Then
the algorithm calculates the final output of s through the output
of s minus the output of the failure state of s. The subtraction is
done under the condition that the depth of the state is from the
minimum to 1.

The matching function puts a character into the register by
reading one from the input. The transitions of states follow the
goto function. When the result of the goto function is the message
of fail and the register is not empty, the algorithm calls the output
function and removes the output from the register. If the result
of the goto function is a state, the algorithm goes on to read the
next character. After reading the entire input, the state is set to
fail, and then the algorithm goes on to process the characters in
the register. When the register is empty, the algorithm stops.
108
Algorithm 1: Construction of Output Function
input : DOLPHIN pattern dp, failure function f and

deterministic finite automation dfa
1 function ConstructingOutput(dp, f , dfa)
2 q0.output ← empty;
3 for each state ̸= q0 do
4 str ← the successive letters from qo to state;
5 i← 0;
6 while i < len(str) do
7 lenGra← len(str)− i;
8 for lenGra ≥ 1 do
9 if str[i, lenGra] in dp then

10 state.output.append(str[i, lenGra]);
11 break;
12 else
13 lenGra−−;

14 i← i+ lenGra;

15 for n← 1−maxLenGrpheme) do
16 for each state.depth == n do
17 state.output ← state.output − f (state).output;

Algorithm 2: Matching Function
input : string of a domain name str , failure function f , go

function g , output function o and deterministic
finite automation dfa

1 function Matching(i, dist, len, curState)
2 state, i← 0; reg.append(str[0]);
3 state← g(state, str[0]);
4 while true do
5 if g(state, ch) is fail then
6 if reg is not empty then
7 o(state);
8 reg.remove(chars of output);
9 else

10 break;
11 state← f (state);
12 if there is a ch then
13 while g(previous, ch) is fail do
14 state← f (state);

15 else
16 i++;
17 if i < len(str) then
18 ch← str[i];
19 reg.append(ch);
20 state← g(state, ch);
21 else
22 state← fail;

We take the graphic as an example to elaborate on how
the algorithms work. First, we build M using DOLPHIN patterns
and functions. The state diagram of M for graphic is shown in
Fig. 1. We only use the related states and transitions for a clear
description. We also omit the failure transitions emitting to q0
for the same purpose. In Fig. 1, the solid arrows indicate the
transition in the goto function. The dashed arrows indicate the
transition in the failure function. The double circle marked with
x/y means that it is in the state x, and the output of the state
is y. The output of each state is calculated by Algorithm 1. For
example, in the first step of the algorithm, 2 and 8 greedily match
{r} and {gr}, respectively. f (2) = 0, and the output of 0 is empty,
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Fig. 1. The state diagram of M for graphic. x/y in the state circle means it is
n the state x and the output of state is y.

o the final output of 2 is {r}. In the same way, f (8) = 2, so the
inal output of 8 is {gr} − {r} = {gr}.

Second, we give the operating circle of Algorithm 2 with the
nput of graphic. Let s be the current state and reg be the
egister for letters that have not yet been output. After it reads
and calculates s = g(0, g) = 1, it enters the loop of while.

t reads r and calculates s as g(1, r) = 8. Then, it reads a with
eg = [g, r, a] and calculates s as g(8, a) = fail. Then, it outputs
(8) = {gr} and sets reg = [a]. Now, it calculates a new s = f (s)
ntil the next result of s is not fail. Thus, s is set to 2, 0, 3 in turn.
hen, it reads the next letter p, and the result of f (3, p) is fail.
t outputs o(3) = {a}. Analogously, {ph, i} are outputted. After
eading the last character c with reg = [c], s is set to fail for
ontinuing to output. Accordingly, the output of Algorithm 2 is
gr, a, ph, i, c}.

In this example, there is no digit or hyphen in the string. If
here is, there should be an additional state of default characters.
ccordingly, there is a transition from q0 to the state and a failure
ransition from the state to q0. The state is an acceptable state.
hus, all the characters in the domain name can be output.
Applying the new algorithms, M addresses a domain name

ith the output of a D-domain name that consists of D-vowels
nd D-consonants. They are regarded as a whole part in the
eature calculation.

.3. Phonics-based features

In this subsection, we explain how DOLPHIN patterns work in
etecting AGDs.
The proposed DOLPHIN patterns can be used in most linguistic

eatures since most of them are computed by the occurrences
f vowels and consonants. The linguistic features equipped with
OLPHIN patterns will have a better understanding of the com-
onents of domain names. Thus, they will result in a higher
ensitivity to the values of features.
Before we show how to calculate with the phonics-based

eatures, the following definitions are given. A domain name is
efined as d = s1.s2. . . . .sn.p1.p2. . . . .pm, which consists of the
cceptable characters denoted as Σ . In d, p1.p2. · · · .pm denotes
he public suffix defined by [25] under which users can directly
egister domains. s1.s2. · · · .sn denotes the user subdomains of d.
or example, in www.google.co.uk, co.uk is a public suffix,
nd www.google is the user subdomain.
In most cases, the subdomain sn is registered at p1.p2 · · · pm by

n organization or person denoted as the top-user subdomain.
he subdomain s .s · · · s is named by person or algorithm,
1 2 n−1

109
hich is benign and referred to as the host subdomain. For exam-
le, facebook is the top-user subdomain of www.facebook.com
nd www is the host subdomain.
Please note that we calculate the linguistic features only on

he top-user subdomain sn since host subdomains named by
lgorithms may not be meaningful and cannot be recognized well
y DOLPHIN patterns.
Based on the above definitions, we choose 3 representative lin-

uistic features to analyze: the vowel ratio, the ratio of repeated
haracters and the ratio of consecutive consonants.
The vowel ratio is calculated as the ratio of the number of

owel characters to the length of a domain (we use domain to
epresent the top-user subdomain in the rest of this section). The
owel ratio of facebook.com for character-based methods is 4/8
ince facebook has 4 vowel characters. DOLPHIN yields 3/7 since
t has 3 vowels and considers the oo as a whole part.

The ratio of repeated characters is referred to as the ratio
f the number of characters that are repeated throughout a do-
ain to the number of characters that appeared in the domain.

n the previous example, this feature evaluates to 1/7 in the
haracter-based methods. In contrast, the value is 0 as calculated
y DOLPHIN.
The last linguistic feature, the ratio of consecutive consonants,

s defined as the sum length of several successions (whose length
s greater than or equal to 2) of consonant characters divided by
he length of a domain. In the google example, ratio of con-
ecutive consonants of the character-based methods is calculated
s 2/6. The corresponding value by DOLPHIN is calculated as 0.
ecause gl is considered a whole part, there are no consecutive
onsonants.
There are some theoretical characteristics of the features based

n DOLPHIN patterns. A legitimate domain tends to have a larger
owel ratio, a smaller ratio of repeated characters, and a smaller
onsecutive consonants. In contrast an AGD has a high probability
f a smaller vowel ratio, a larger ratio of repeated chars and a
arger consecutive consonant. More examples and analysis are
urther elaborated on in 5.3.

Some benign domain names that do not consist of words
eaningful to humans can hardly be improved by phonics-based

eatures. For example, some domains are the abbreviations of
rganizations or numbers. The question exists in most linguistic-
ased machine learning methods and sequence model-based
e.g., LSTM) deep learning methods. Their inputs are highly re-
ated to the sequences of domain names. They can be identified
y combining side information. We will explore this question in
ur future work.

. Implementation

To prove the effectiveness, we implement DOLPHIN and
honics-based features with machine learning techniques in the
etection of DGA-generated domain names from legitimate do-
ain names.
We present an overview of the implementation and the way

e use DOLPHIN in Fig. 2. We employ supervised learning tech-
iques to detect AGDs. According to the order of processing steps,
t is made up of a preprocessing module, DOLPHIN, a feature
xtraction module, a training module, and a classification module.
In the preprocessing step, negative data are cleaned by delet-

ng the samples without any public suffix. Domain names that do
ot end with any public suffix are unacceptable for DNS systems.
sually, these domain names are produced by mistyping or mis-
onfiguration, so they cannot apply the principle of phonics, and
hey are not legitimate domains.

After that, DOLPHIN addresses the preprocessed data and
ields top-user subdomains and then reconstructs the D-domain
ames following DOLPHIN patterns.
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Fig. 2. The implementation of the detection of AGDs.

Then, we extract linguistic features, structural features, and
statistical features from domain names in the feature extraction
module. The structural and statistical features used are the same
as those of other methods, such as the lengths of domain names,
the numbers of subdomains, and entropy. They are straight-
forwardly extracted from domain names. The three linguistic
features related to vowel and consonant letters are extracted
from the D-domain names.

Next, in the training module, features are trained by a classi-
fier, which yields a trained model.

Finally, in the classification module, the trained model reads
a submitted domain name. It extracts features from the corre-
sponding D-Domain name and predicts whether the domain is
an AGD.

The classification model can finally be used in intrusion de-
tection systems that detect DGA-based botnets in real time. In
a real-world deployment, allowlists should be used to filter fre-
quently used legitimate domains first to accelerate detection and
enhance accuracy. These will be discussed in the future since they
are outside the scope of this paper.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate DOLPHIN. The experiments are
performed over a series of datasets and aim to answer the fol-
lowing questions:

(1) Can DOLPHIN achieve a higher accuracy, a lower false positive
rate and other metrics compared to the state-of-the-art approach?
We find that DOLPHIN exhibits better performance than FANCI
[9] in terms of each evaluation metric on datasets with varied
sizes. With DOLPHIN employed, the overall mean ACC of 5-folds
increases to 0.9384 (by 0.0265) on different datasets. In particular,
the false positive rate and false negative rate are reduced by
0.0220 (28.76%) and 0.0311 (31.19%), respectively.

(2) Can DOLPHIN be generalized to other classifiers? The ex-
periment shows that DOLPHIN with XGBoost [26] and SVMs
[27] also achieve overall mean accuracies of 0.9322 and 0.9229,
respectively. They are 2.23% and 1.21% more accurate than FANCI
with RFs [28].

(3) Can DOLPHIN be generalized to other detection methods using
different linguistic features? We find that DOLPHIN can be tai-
lored to cooperate with other linguistic features in HAGDetector
[29]. The experiment shows that the accuracy of HAGDetector
with DOLPHIN has an increase of 0.0201 (2.19%) compared to
the original HAGDetector. The false positive rate of HAGDetector
with DOLPHIN has a decrease of 0.0174 (25.15%) compared to the
original method.

(4) Can DOLPHIN be generalized to applications using hetero-
geneous data in real cases? The experiment shows that the false
positive rate of DOLPHIN has a decrease of 0.0801 (62.97%) com-
pared to FANCI and 0.0380 (44.65%) compared to LSTM.MI [7]. The
accuracy of DOLPHIN has an increase of 0.0453 (5.06%) compared
to FANCI and 0.0156 (1.68%) compared to LSTM.MI.
110
(5) Does DOLPHIN bring additional overhead for better perfor-
mance? Experiments show that the training times of FANCI and
DOLPHIN using RFs are within the same order of magnitude. This
means that DOLPHIN can achieve better performance without
bringing additional overhead. The main factors for increasing
training time are the selection of classifiers and the sample size.

5.1. Experimental setup

Datasets. The training processes of methods require labeled
data. We collect multiple heterogeneous data from 4 data sources
as follows.

We obtain positive samples, i.e., illegitimate DGA-generated
domain names, from (1) The Open-Source Intelligence (OSINT)
DGA feed [30] and (2) 360netlab [31].

We obtain negative samples, i.e., legitimate domain names,
from (3) Alexa Top domain names.

We obtain (4) DNS traffic data collected from a campus net-
work. The data last for approximately half an hour and include
53,038 DNS responses.

Preprocessing datasets.We preprocess source data for further
use. To guarantee the validity of the input, we clean the negative
data by deleting the samples without any public suffix. To avoid
overly inflated performance, we take the following two measures.
First, we remove the samples from 360netlab that are overlapping
samples to reduce the correlation between the two positive data.
Second, we clean the data source (4) by deleting illegitimate
domain names and repeated domain names in traffic. Finally, we
obtain 9727 legitimate ones.

We create two datasets after preprocessing as follows. In each
dataset, the numbers of negative and positive samples are the
same.

(1) In the first one, we create 40 datasets with varied sizes
ranging from 500 to 20,000 using the data from the OSINT DGA
feed and Alexa.

(2) In the second one, there are 9727 legitimate domain names
from the cleaned traffic data and 9727 illegitimate domain names
from 360netlab. The sizes of the positive and negative data are the
same since the dataset is relatively balanced to reveal the metrics.
The dataset is used to detect unknown AGDs in traffic.

Experimental Design. To evaluate the proposed method, we
perform four experiments.

The first three experiments are conducted with a 5-fold cross
validation (CV) for a less biased estimate. Each dataset is ran-
domly split into five groups. Every group will be used as predict-
ing data, with the remaining four as training data in turn.

(1) Models trained with RFs are performed on the first datasets
with varied sizes. The purpose of the experiment is to ensure that
considering phonics is the only factor that can help improve the
identification of AGDs with lower FPR. Thus, the effect of other
features (e.g., length of domain names) in the experiment is ruled
out.

To this end, we extract three groups of features for com-
parison: DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline. They all have 18
identical structure or statistical features. They are distinguished
from 3 additional linguistic features: DOLPHIN uses phonics-
based linguistic features, FANCI uses character-based linguistic
features, and the baseline uses no linguistic features. Phonics-
based and character-based linguistic features are calculated in
different ways: they are calculated using the phonics-based and
character-based classification of vowels and consonants, respec-
tively.

These groups of features are trained, and their output models
are used to classify AGDs. The classification results measure the
effectiveness of DOLPHIN in detecting AGDs, if any, compared
with that of FANCI.
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(2) The performances of DOLPHIN with RFs, SVMs, and XG-
oost are compared. We aim to demonstrate whether DOLPHIN
an generalize to other classifiers in addition to RFs.
We choose these classifiers because they are representative

lassifiers for bagging ensemble methods, generalized linear or
ernel methods, and gradient boosting ensemble methods, re-
pectively. They have different characteristics and different ad-
antages.
(3) DOLPHIN is applied to the linguistic features of HAGDe-

ector [29]. The performance of HAGDetector with DOLPHIN and
he original HAGDetector are compared. We aim to demonstrate
hether DOLPHIN can cooperate with other linguistic features

n other methods except for the aforementioned three linguistic
eatures.

To this end, we extract two groups of features for compari-
on: HAGDetector and HAGDetector with DOLPHIN on the first
atasets with 10,000 samples. They have 2 identical features, such
s length of domain and entropy. HAGDetector has 12 other help-
ul linguistic features, such as the number of switches between
owels and consonants. They are calculated by the character-
ased classification of vowels and consonants. HAGDetector with
OLPHIN calculates these 12 features using phonics-based vowels
nd consonants.
(4) DOLPHIN with RFs, FANCI with RFs and LSTM.MI are com-

ared to predict domain names in real traffic. We aim to validate
hether DOLPHIN can achieve better performance than other
ethods in real applications.
To this end, the training and predicting data are taken from

ifferent sources. Specifically, we train DOLPHIN and FANCI using
ataset (1) and predict domains using dataset (2). Therefore, we
hoose a one-fold model in the first experiment, which is trained
n the dataset with 10,000 samples. Moreover, we also train an
STM.MI model on the same dataset for further prediction.
All experiments are performed on an x86 PC with a 6×Intel

GHz CPU and 8 G RAM on Windows 10. We do not use a high-
nd server because the experiments focus on accuracy instead of
peed.
Evaluation Metrics. To measure the quality of the methods,

e introduce the evaluation metrics: accuracy, FNR and FPR.
ccuracy is defined as ACC = TP+TF

TP+TF+FP+FN and measures the ratio
of correct predictions to the total number of samples. Here, TP
denotes the number of AGDs correctly predicted. FN denotes the
number of AGDs that are predicted to be legitimate domains. TN
denotes the number of legitimate domains correctly predicted. FP
denotes the number of legitimate domains that are predicted to
be AGDs. The false positive rate (FPR) is defined as FP

TN+FP . This is
he proportion of legitimate domains incorrectly predicted in all
egitimate domains in this paper. The false negative rate (FNR)
s defined as FN

TP+FN . It is the proportion of the AGDs that are
redicted to be legitimate domains in all AGDs. The true positive
ate (TPR) is defined as TP

TP+FN and measures the proportion of
AGDs predicted correctly in all AGDs. The true negative rate (TNR)
is defined as TN

TN+FP , which is the proportion of legitimate domains
orrectly predicted in all legitimate domains. Among them, FPR
as gained more attention in practical applications regarding user
xperience [14]. A higher FPR may trigger off many false alarms.

.2. Different features with RF model

The presentation of the mean ACCs of the 5-fold results using
Fs with DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3 shows that DOLPHIN and FANCI both have larger ACCs

ompared with that of the baseline. Specifically, the overall mean
CCs of the two methods rise by 0.0628 (7.17%) and 0.0363
4.15%), respectively. This illustrates that applying vowels and
111
Fig. 3. ACCs of DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline on different sizes of samples.

Fig. 4. FPRs of DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline on different sizes of samples.

consonants in the linguistic features is helpful. The overall mean
ACC of DOLPHIN is 0.9384 with an increase of 0.0265 (2.91%)
compared with FANCI. This reveals the validity of phonics-based
linguistic features; the graphemes could catch more accurate
characteristics of domain names than the traditional methods.
The ACCs of the above two methods tend to stabilize after the size
of the dataset increases to 3000. Note that the ACC of DOLPHIN
is still greater in small datasets, e.g., with a size of 2000, where
the mean ACC of DOLPHIN is 0.9450.

The results of FPRs among DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline
are shown in Fig. 4. It shows that DOLPHIN performs best, and the
baseline performs worst. Specifically, their overall mean FPRs are
0.0545, 0.0765, and 0.1142 over the whole datasets, respectively.
The overall mean FPR of DOLPHIN presents a reduction of 0.0220
(28.76%) compared to FANCI. As the number of samples grows,
the FPRs of DOLPHIN and FANCI are more stable, but that of the
baseline is growing. This means that it is more likely that the
baseline method mistakenly predicts legitimate domains as AGDs,
especially when using larger datasets.

The comparison for FNRs of DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the base-
line is shown in Fig. 5. It shows that DOLPHIN outperforms the
other methods in FNR. DOLPHIN and FANCI run relatively well
compared to the baseline. Their overall mean FNRs are 0.0686,
0.0997 and 0.1347, respectively. In the worst case of the baseline
(the size of the dataset is 10,500), the mean FNR of 5-fold is
0.1508. With the same dataset used, the FNR of DOLPHIN is
0.0692, representing a decrease of 33.08% compared with FANCI
and 54.11% compared with the baseline. This means that applying
DOLPHIN can reduce the chances of false negative errors.

The performance of FANCI in our experiments is lower than
that in its original paper [9] because we do not use NXDomain
as the training dataset as the paper did. DOLPHIN cannot di-
rectly use NXDomain because phonics cannot be applied to most
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Fig. 5. FNRs of DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline on different sizes of samples.

host subdomains of NXDomain. For example, one legitimate NX-
Domain 410.0.va8q5gjksrir5536.avts.mcafee.com has
many characters that are automatically generated, and phonics
cannot be applied to it. Therefore, to control the value of a single
variable in the first two experiments, we use domains that are
not NXDomain to train and predict. These degradations of the
performance of FANCI are also mentioned in [10] when using
ALEXA as training data.

In summary, we argue that DOLPHIN can achieve better ACC
and FPR by using phonics-based features. We also validate that
linguistic features are helpful in the detection of AGDs.

5.3. Analysis of phonics-based features

To reveal DOLPHIN’s effectiveness, we explore the relationship
between the feature values of DOLPHIN and those of FANCI. We
choose one-fold results for the experiment on the dataset with
10,000 samples for analyze since it manifests the median size of
the datasets.

In 2000 testing samples, FP and FN of FANCI are 88 and 109,
and DOLPHIN decreases those values to 48 (by 45.45%) and 69 (by
36.70%), respectively. The feature values for different methods are
shown in Table 2. The Method−Feature in the first column means
that Feature is calculated by Method (i.e., DOLPHIN or FANCI).
Method−Result in the first two rows means that the samples are
classified as Result by using Method. The values indicate the mean
feature values calculated by different methods under specific
conditions. For example, for the samples classified as FP by FANCI
and DOLPHIN, the mean vowel ratio of these samples is 0.3556
calculated by DOLPHIN and 0.3091 calculated by FANCI.

Analysis of FP. We investigate the negative samples incor-
rectly classified by FANCI. With DOLPHIN employed, 56 (63.63%)
of them are correctly classified, while 32 are still not able to be
identified correctly by both methods.

We compare the values of the samples that are FP samples for
FANCI as well as TN samples for DOLPHIN. With DOLPHIN used,
the results conform with our expectations mentioned in 3.3. We
summarize the observations in Table 2: the mean vowel ratio
increases by 0.0678, and the mean ratio of repeated chars and
the mean ratio of consecutive consonants decrease by 0.1656 and
0.2370 after DOLPHIN is employed, respectively. For each sample
mentioned above, at least two feature values change. Signifi-
cantly, the ratios of repeated chars of 18 samples are computed
as 0, and the ratios of consecutive consonants of 7 samples are
computed as 0. Only 7 samples with 9 values do not go with what
we expected, regardless of 5 unchanged values. These variations
in feature values lead to correct classification.

The above point is verified by the following findings. Whether
DOLPHIN classifies samples correctly depends on how much vari-
ation of feature values there is. Specifically, the variation after
112
Table 2
Feature values. D denotes DOLPHIN, and F denotes FANCI.
Features values F-FP F-FN

D-TN D-FP D-TP D-FN

D-Vowel ratio 0.4045 0.3556 0.2781 0.3639
F-Vowel ratio 0.3367 0.3091 0.3062 0.3627
D-Ratio of repeated characters 0.1019 0.1924 0.1844 0.1312
F-Ratio of repeated characters 0.2675 0.3254 0.2683 0.2054
D-Ratio of consecutive consonants 0.2602 0.4302 0.6034 0.3978
F-Ratio of consecutive consonants 0.4972 0.5653 0.5860 0.4354

applying DOLPHIN is significantly different. For the FP samples for
FANCI that DOLPHIN correctly classifies, the mean percentage of
variations for each domain name of the above three features are
20.14%, 61.91%, and 47.67%, respectively. In contrast, for the sam-
ples incorrectly classified by DOLPHIN (32), the mean variations
are 15.04%, 40.87%, and 23.90%.

We will elaborate on the effect of DOLPHIN using the previous
example of nationalgeographic.com. FANCI assumes that the
name top-user subdomain has a length of 18 and consists of 8
vowels and 10 consonants. The vowel ratio is 8/18. The number
of unrepentant characters is 12. There are 5 characters repeated
in the name: a, n, i, o, g, and the ratio of repeated chars is 5/12.
he consecutive consonants are lg, gr, ph, and the total number
s 6, so the ratio of consecutive consonants is 6/18.

DOLPHIN considers ion, al, gr, and ph as graphemes. There-
ore, the D-domain name is [n, a, t, ion, al, g, e, o, gr, a, ph, i,
]. In the D-domain name, the number of elements becomes 13.
ow, it has 7 D-vowels: a, ion, al, e, o, a, i, and 6 D-consonants:
, t, g, gr, ph, c. Therefore, the corresponding vowel ratio, the
atio of repeated chars, and consecutive consonants are computed
s 7/13, 1/12, and 0, respectively. Using these new feature values,
OLPHIN can now correctly classify this domain.
Analysis of FN. The work in decreasing FN has motivated us to

nalyze the negative samples for FANCI. Among them, 52 samples
47.71%) are correctly classified after applying DOLPHIN, and 57
GDs cannot be identified correctly by both methods.
For these FN samples for FANCI which are also the TP samples

or DOLPHIN, we observe the change from Table 2 as follows.
he mean value of the vowel ratio of DOLPHIN decreases by
.0281 compared to that of FANCI. The mean ratio of repeated
hars decreases by 0.0839. The mean value of the ratio of con-
ecutive consonants increases by 0.0174. The mean percentages
f variations for each domain name of the above three features
re 9.18%, 31.27% and 2.97%, respectively. As we expected, the
hanged values of vowels and consecutive consonants accords
ith the characteristics of AGDs: fewer vowels and more consec-
tive consonants. The value of repeated chars is slightly different
rom what we expected.

If DOLPHIN identifies these positive samples incorrectly (i.e.,
amples are FNs for DOLPHIN), the mean values for the vowel ra-
io and the ratio of repeated chars decrease by 0.33% and 36.13%,
nd the mean of the ratio of consecutive consonants increases by
.64%.
We use three types of outcomes for features to show how

OLPHIN classifies correctly. First, at least two of the features of
OLPHIN match with the theoretical feature values (mentioned in
.3), whose number is 24. Second, at most one feature of DOLPHIN
atched with the theoretical feature values, whose number is 14.
hird, there is no change in all features by using DOLPHIN, whose
umber is 14.
In the first type, AGDs mostly do not spell like legitimate

ords according to DOLPHIN patterns. For example, the D-domain
ame of the AGD tferererwyatanb.com is regarded as [t,
, er, er, er, w, y, a, t, a, n, b]. This brings the following
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ariation: the vowel ratio from 0.3333 to 0.4167 (which is against
he theoretical feature values); the ratio of repeated chars from
.4444 to 0.3750; and the ratio of consecutive consonants from
.4667 to 0.5000. After applying DOLPHIN, it has relatively more
epeated chars and consecutive consonants, leading to correct
lassification.
The second and third types are classified correctly since the

ew model set the threshold more reasonably, and meanwhile,
ome of the relatively reasonable values can dominate the result.
or example, the values of a third type AGD xwfubvj.su have
o change after applying DOLPHIN. For this AGD, the vowel
atio is 0.1429, the ratio of repeated chars is 0, and the ratio
f consecutive consonants is 0.8571. From the values, we can
ay that the value of the ratio of consecutive consonants is very
igh, which dominates the result. We also find that the number
f unchanged feature values is much greater than in FP cases.
specially for the third type, the number of FN samples for FANCI,
hich are TP samples for DOLPHIN (14), is more than that of FP

or FANCI, which are TN for DOLPHIN (0). That is, because the
GDs are generated randomly, they are less likely to be processed
nto multigraphs.

Theoretical Analysis. In summary, DOLPHIN can effectively
lassify domains correctly by changing the values. The feature
alues of AGDs mainly differ from those of legitimate domains.
GDs are generated by various kinds of algorithms. Hence, they
ave various characteristics that cannot easily be summarized by
ust one pattern. However, the structures of legitimate domain
trings are relatively describable, resulting in the specific values
n behalf of the structures. Therefore, the domains having those
alues of features in the opposite manners can be identified as
GDs. More theory can be found in 2.
Meanwhile, DOLPHIN can also classify correctly without chang-

ng all the values for the following two reasons. First, using
OLPHIN changes the length of D-domain names. Therefore,
hen calculating the features, the values may appear to go
gainst the trends. Second, some values are very representa-
ive in distinguishing AGDs from other variations that are not
hat important in some cases. Those important values dominant
he results. Third, the model trained by DOLPHIN learns more
easonable values and then sets the threshold to a reasonable
alue.

.4. Different models with phonics-based features

The ACCs of DOLPHIN with RFs, XGBoost, and SVMs appear as
hown in Fig. 6. The ACCs of RFs and XGBoost remain relatively
table, with overall mean values of 0.9384 and 0.9322, respec-
ively. The overall mean ACC of SVMs is 0.9229. However, the ACC
f SVMs consistently falls as the number of samples increases,
hich might be due to the noise in the input datasets. The overall
ean ACCs of DOLPHIN using different methods are larger than

he best mean ACC of FANCI (i.e., employed RFs). The ACCs for
OLPHIN with different classifiers are 2.91%, 2.23%, and 1.21%
ore accurate than FANCI with RFs, respectively.
We compare the FPRs of DOLPHIN using different classifiers, as

hown in Fig. 7. The overall mean FPRs of SVMs and XGBoost are
.0665 and 0.0604, respectively. The two values are smaller than
hat of FANCI using RFs. On the small datasets, i.e., the datasets
ith sizes from 500 to 2500, SVMs show the smallest FPR. XG-
oost presents a greater FPR among them on datasets with sizes
rom 500 to 4000. On datasets larger than 2500, RFs perform with
he lowest FPR. SVMs are a smart choice for small datasets if
e prefer less legitimate domains mistakenly predicted. RFs are
etter under the condition of using more training samples.
The FNRs of different classifiers are also compared in Fig. 8.

lthough it shows the change of FNR on the datasets with varied
113
Fig. 6. ACCs of DOLPHIN using different classifiers on different sizes of samples.

Fig. 7. FPRs of DOLPHIN using different classifiers on different sizes of samples.

Fig. 8. FNRs of DOLPHIN using different classifiers on different sizes of samples.

sizes, the FNR of RFs can outperform on all the datasets. The
lowest FNR is 0.0613 using the dataset with 19,000 samples. The
overall mean FNRs of SVMs and XGBoost are 0.0876 and 0.0752,
respectively.

In the experiment, we learn that the performance of the RFs
classifier is generally the best. They have the largest ACC and
the smallest FPR and FNR among the methods on most datasets.
Meanwhile, SVMs work slightly worse than the other classifiers,
which indicates performance degradation since the size of the
dataset grows to 10,000. We find that the metrics of DOLPHIN
with SVMs are even better than those of FANCI with RFs. There-
fore, we believe that DOLPHIN can perform well with the change
of classifiers; a specific classifier does not bring improvement.

5.5. Different methods with phonics-based features

This subsection presents the ability of DOLPHIN to cooper-
ate with other methods. The performances of HAGDetector and
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Table 3
Performances of HAGDetector and HAGDetector with DOLPHIN.
Method ACC TPR TNR FPR FNR

HAG-D 0.9393 0.9304 0.9482 0.0518 0.0696
HAG 0.9192 0.9076 0.9308 0.0692 0.0924

Table 4
Generalization results.
Method ACC TPR TNR FPR FNR

DOLPHIN 0.9399 0.9268 0.9529 0.0471 0.0732
FANCI 0.8946 0.9163 0.8728 0.1272 0.0837
LSTM.MI 0.9244 0.9339 0.9149 0.0851 0.0661

HAGDetector with DOLPHIN are shown in Table 3, where HAG-D
denotes HAGDetector with DOLPHIN and HAG denotes HAGDe-
tector. It shows that HAGDetector with DOLPHIN outperforms
the original HAGdetector. The FPR and FNR of HAGDetector with
DOLPHIN decrease by 0.0174 (25.15%) and 0.0228 (24.68%), re-
spectively, compared to the original method. The ACC, TPR, and
TNR of HAGDetector with DOLPHIN have increases of 0.0201
(2.19%), 0.0228 (2.51% ), and 0.0174 (1.87%), respectively.

The experiment reveals that DOLPHIN can cooperate with
ther manually crafted linguistic features/methods with better
erformance. Because most linguistic features are designed with
owels and consonants, DOLPHIN has a better understanding of
owels and consonants. Thus, DOLPHIN can calculate the features
ore accurately. More analysis of how the phonics-based features
ffect the results is shown in 5.3.

.6. Generalization

This subsection presents the ability of DOLPHIN to classify
raffic data in the real world with different training data. The
etrics for different methods are shown in Table 4. It shows

hat DOLPHIN outperforms FANCI and LSTM.MI on each metric.
n detail, the ACC of DOLPHIN has an increase of 0.0453 (5.06%)
ompared to FANCI and 0.0155 (1.68%) compared to LSTM.MI.
he FPR of DOLPHIN has a decrease of 0.0801 (62.97%) compared
o FANCI and 0.0380 (44.65%) compared to LSTM.MI. This means
hat DOLPHIN can decrease the rate of false alarms. The TNR of
OLPHIN has a decrease of 0.0105 (12.54%) compared to FANCI
ut an increase of 0.0071 (10.74%) compared to LSTM.MI. This
eans that DOLPHIN improves the identification ability of ille-
itimate AGDs compared to FANCI. Thus, LTSM.MI can be used in
ases requiring a better ability to identify AGDs than a good user
xperience. DOLPHIN is a better choice to use in the real world
ith a higher accuracy and FPR.
Next, we consider the reasons that FANCI and LSTM.MI cannot

erform well compared with DOLPHIN in the experiment.
First and foremost, the training data are heterogeneous from

he prediction data. (1) Heterogeneity in source data. The training
ata are primarily different from the prediction data. Particu-
arly for the positive samples, we exclude duplicates from the
redicting data. For the negative samples, the predicting and
raining data are collected from different sources. (2) Hetero-
eneity in naming behaviors. In real traffic, domains include host
ubdomains. They are generated by algorithms or named by pro-
rammers, and they may have different features according to the
esign of algorithms, coding habits, and languages from different
rogrammers. This problem can be largely avoided by ignoring
he host subdomains. Thus, DOLPHIN can achieve relatively better
erformance in this way.
Second, the size of the training dataset is relatively small.

upposing the size of the training dataset is large enough, the
ccuracy of FANCI and LSTM.MI may become much better.
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Fig. 9. Training times of DOLPHIN, FANCI, and the baseline on different sizes of
samples.

Third, the negative training data of FANCI are not NXDomains.
The main purpose of using NXDomain is to reduce the number
of predicting samples in real cases. Instead of using NXDomain,
we use all DNS request traffic as predicting data since it has the
advantage that identification is done before machines controlled
by C&C servers. DOLPHIN can thus be used in the intrusion
detection systems for detecting known and unknown DGA-based
botnets.

In conclusion, this experiment illustrates the effectiveness of
DOLPHIN in the real world. Its effectiveness is less affected by
generalizing to unseen data and using a small size of training data.

5.7. Training speed

This subsection presents whether DOLPHIN requires extra
training time in the first two experiments.

The training times of different methods using RFs with differ-
ent sample sizes are shown in Fig. 9. The figure shows that all the
training times increase almost linearly as the size of the training
samples increases. DOLPHIN spends slightly more training time
on the same datasets than FANCI. For example, 80% of the dataset
with a size of 10,000 samples, which are training data, takes
DOLPHIN 1.0636 s which is 0.0331 s more than that of FANCI.
It also shows that the baseline spends the least time on training
step, because the number of features used in the baseline is the
smallest.

The training times of the different classifiers are compared
in Fig. 10. In general, the training times with different models
increase at different rates. All the training times are less than one
second when the size of the dataset is smaller than 9000. SVMs
classifier requires more time to train on datasets with a size of
over 12,500 and indicate exponential growth as the amount of
data increases. XGBoost costs the minimum time when training
in each dataset.

In summary, in our experiments, the linguistic features using
phonics-based features are the most significant contributing fac-
tor to improving performance. Moreover, it is straightforward to
generalize DOLPHIN to most linguistic features and data of varied
sizes and extents.

6. Related work on AGD detection

Recent studies are mainly dedicated to the detection of AGDs
[6,7,9,29], the adversarial defenses of DGA [32–36], the collabora-
tive learning of existing methods [16], class imbalance or specific-
family DGA classification [14,15,37,38], the improvement of the
preprocessing stage [39], and privacy preserving and analysis
[40,41].

We will present research on the detection of AGDs in terms
of machine learning methods and deep learning methods. The

original version is also compared with this paper in this section.
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Fig. 10. Training times of DOLPHIN using different classifiers on different sizes
of samples.

6.1. Traditional machine learning approaches

Most machine learning detection methods classify domains
with manually created features. Machine learning models can be
divided into two categories.

The first category is string-based methods. Pleiades [12] clus-
ters the domains by statistical features and bipartite graphs using
hidden Markov models and then classifies domains using NXDo-
main response traffic. FANCI [9] is one of the state-of-the-art sys-
tems [15,16,40] that uses 21 meaningful features extracted from
domain names and machine learning for classification, which is
the closest work to ours. It uses data obtained from NXdomain.
HAGDetector [29] creatively combines traditional machine learn-
ing and deep learning methods by heterogeneous methods to
detect domain names.

The second category is time-based methods that employ the
chronological features of DNS transactions, e.g., time series and
gaps between DNS requests and responses [42,43]. BotFinder
[42] uses a machine learning model and offers the informa-
tion extracted from reassembled NetFlow and traces. However,
it must obtain the sequences of chronologically ordered flows
first. PsyBoG [43] leverages the frequencies of botnet behavior
to distinguish them from normal behaviors using power spectral
density (PSD) analysis. Phoenix [8] first uses a combination of IP
pools and linguistic features of domain names to cluster and iden-
tify AGDs. However, the only linguistic feature used in Phoenix is
the n-gram normality score, which measures the relations within
characters split by constant lengths. This is not in accord with
the theory of phonemes. [44] proposes a PSO algorithm that
employed features by voting on the results from a neural network
algorithm, SVMs, and decision tree C4.5. The effective features
are extracted from traffic, such as delay time. The work improves
the accuracy of detecting botnets on the IoT dataset. While these
approaches cannot be used effectively in real-time, they must
collect DNS traces beforehand. In contrast, the patterns extracted
from string-based methods can be directly used in an online
system, e.g., an intrusion detection system [45], to identify and
block C&C channels.

6.2. Deep learning approaches

Some approaches use deep learning techniques, e.g., neural
networks, to identify illegitimate AGDs from legitimate domain
names. In [6], the LSTM network-based method is first introduced
for detecting DGAs. The approach only uses strings of domain
names as input without any feature extraction. It can classify 90%
of AGDs with a false positive rate of 1:10000. It only takes 20 ms
to predict a domain name. In [46], convolutional and recurrent

neural networks (CNN and LSTM, respectively) on the NXDomain
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response are compared in DGA detection. To overcome some DGA
families with a small size of data, which may cause multiclass
imbalance problems, [7] presents the LSTM.MI method. It com-
bines both binary and multiclass classification models to achieve
higher performance in the metrics of macroaveraging recall and
precision.

Some works [47,48] need to cooperate with side information,
such as IP addresses, clients, and return of WHOIS lookup. This
information can help enhance the performance of classifiers, but
may raise privacy concerns [16] and cost extra time.

Deep learning approaches can achieve high accuracy. Some
researchers argue that deep learning approaches do not perform
well on new AGDs since new data are not trained by the pre-
vious model [32]. Therefore, defenders should train the model
as frequently as possible to reduce FPR [10]. Machine learning
methods are qualified for this term, as deep learning approaches
require much more training time compared to machine learning
methods.

6.3. Comparison of previous methods

The key novelty of DOLPHIN is that we use phonics-based
vowels and consonants as the smallest units in calculating lin-
guistic features, and we use the phonics-based features with ma-
chine learning classifiers to detect AGDs with a lower false posi-
tive rate. Thus, DOLPHIN distinguishes itself from other methods
in terms of purpose, linguistic principle, features, and methods
which are shown in Table 5.

Khaos [32] is an adversarial DGA instead of a detection method.
The purpose of the work is different from ours. It is a very
impressive work that considers domain names composed of syl-
lables. They use the top n-grams of Alexa to split domain names,
and n-gram embeddings are fed into the Wasserstein generative
adversarial network. For example, they split google into [goo,
gle]. These sequences of letters are reasonable to feed into deep
learning methods. However, using n-grams to split domain names
might fail to present syllables correctly. Moreover, this method
uses no features and can hardly be used in linguistic features,
such as the ratio of vowels.

Phoenix [8] supposes that combinations of phonemes can cap-
ture the pronounceability of domain names. It uses the phonemes
to calculate the n-gram normality score and then defines a hyper-
ellipsoid for detection.

In fact, the work splits domain names using n-grams and then
counts the occurrences and computes the mean value. For exam-
ple, it will consider the 2-gram of google as [go, oo, og, gl,
le]. It is a very creative idea, but n-grams cannot truly capture the
phonemes in words; e,g., og is not a phoneme. Meanwhile, this
design is only used for calculating the n-gram normality score.

FANCI [9], HAGDetector [29] and LSTM.MI [7] all consider
the smallest units of domain names to be letters, which we call
character-based or letter-based. The similarity between character-
based methods and DOLPHIN is that we all suppose that most
benign domain names are meaningful while most illegitimate
ones are meaningless. However, they are totally different in
calculating linguistic features.

FANCI [9] extracts structural, statistical, and linguistic features
from domain names and uses machine learning classifiers to iden-
tify AGDs. FANCI calculates linguistic features on single characters
in an easy way. For example, FANCI splits google into [g, o, o,
g, l, e] and then calculates linguistic features.

HAGDetector [29] finds that the length of domains has an
impact on the performance of detection models. It splits the
length of domains into three types of lengths. It uses an attention-
based method to extract features and feeds them into convolution
to detect short domain names. It uses an n-gram-based CNN to
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Table 5
Comparison of the previous methods.
Method Purpose Linguistic principle Example of split domains Linguistic features Classifiers or methods

DOLPHIN Detection AGDs Phonics-based g, oo, gl, e Involved Machine learning classifiers
FANCI Detection AGDs Character-based g, o, o, g, l, e Involved Machine learning classifiers
HAGDetector Detection AGDs Character and ngram-based g, o, o, g, l, e g, go, oo... Involved Convolution, CNN, and RFs
Phoenix Detection AGDs Phonemes-based go, oo, og, gl, le Involved Define Hyperellipsoid
Khaos Adversarial AGDs Syllables-based goo, gle None WGAN
LSTM.MI Detection AGDs Character-based g, o, o, g, l, e None LSTM
detect moderate-length domains. It also designs 14 novel fea-
tures with RF classifiers to detect long domains. The method for
long domains is compared in this paper because it has linguistic
features.

LSTM.MI [7] uses the LSTM classifier, which employs the gat-
ng mechanism to preserve and control letters to memorize with-
ut any features. Since it is based on deep learning classifiers with
o manual features, we cannot open its black boxes to improve it.
e can analyze the different values of features of feature-based
ethods for improvement. Such methods require much more

raining time than methods using machine learning classifiers.
DOLPHIN considers phonics (the relationship between spellings

nd sounds) to split domain names; for example, DOLPHIN will
plit google into [g, oo, gl, e] and then calculate the linguis-
ic features. To achieve this goal, we design DOLPHIN patterns,
hich are phonics-based vowels and consonants in the context
f detecting AGDs. Then, the linguistic features are calculated and
ed into machine learning classifiers for training and prediction.
OLPHIN patterns can be used in other linguistic features.

.4. Comparison of original version

The idea of using phonics in AGD detection was first presented
n our previous work in [49]. The previous work uses linguistic
eatures and machine learning methods to detect DGA-generated
omain names based on DOLPHIN patterns. This paper is an
xtension of the previous paper with more sufficient theoreti-
al knowledge, explanation, and experiments with the following
ontributions. (1) This paper gives the background of phonics to
how how phonics affects the computing of linguistic features.
dditionally, this paper raises the issue that we cannot bring all
honics knowledge to detecting DGA-based botnets and gives
he corresponding solutions to the issues that have not been
iscussed before. (2) This paper presents a novel matching au-
omation to extract graphemes in domain names based on the
C algorithm. (3) In our previous work [49],we showed that DOL-
HIN can improve performance by conducting two experiments.
owever, we do not analyze the causes. In this paper, we explore
he different values to show how the phonics-based features
ffect performance. (4) This paper presents an experiment to
alidate the ability of DOLPHIN to cooperate with other linguistic
eatures well. (5) This paper adds a real-world experiment, that
ses heterogeneous data to provide the ability to detect unknown
GA-based botnets.

. Conclusion

In this paper, we motivate the need for decreasing the false
ositive rate in linguistic-feature-based methods in the context of
llegitimate AGD classification. To address this challenge, we pro-
ose DOLPHIN following the mature principles of phonics to bet-
er classify vowels and consonants. DOLPHIN patterns introduce
mapping between the vowel and consonant classification and

he spelling of graphemes according to the responding sounds.
ased on such patterns, DOLPHIN then identifies these patterns in

omain names by a novel matching automation and extracts the
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linguistics features from the domain names. We conduct experi-
ments to train those features on the same or heterogeneous data
with various classifiers. The results show that when detecting
AGDs, DOLPHIN can achieve a higher mean accuracy of 0.0265
and a lower mean FPR of 0.0220 (28.76%) than the state-of-the-
art approach with the RFs classifier. It can also generalize to other
classifiers, other linguistic features, and other data in the real
world with similar improvement.
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